
Handling the Holiday Return Rush

1. Revisit Your Return Policies

�70of consumers report that their purchasing decisions are
determined by return policies

Consider making changes to your policies for the holidays; such as implementing gift returns and extending timeframes to 
make exchanges. Make these processes and policies easy. 

7 Steps for Success

2. Prioritize Timeliness

�60of customers expect returns to be handled within a week

Your customers expect quick service and quick returns. Ensuring that customers receive responses and that their requests 
are processed in a timely manner will make the whole return process quicker.

#ThankfulTip: boost brand loyalty by updating your processes so that returns are processed not when they arrive at your 
warehouse, but when the carrier begins to scan the return. 

When it comes to shipping and handling online returns and exchanges, some things are simply not within your business’s 
control. Exceptional service and customer care is within your control. Be upfront and transparent with your customers; let 
them know what they can expect from your team and proactively communicate to keep them in-the-know.

3. Proactively Communicate and Set Expectations



�97of consumers would shop with a retailer again if the
return process was easy

When a customer makes a return they expect the experience to be simple, accessible, and low-cost. Anything that doesn’t 
meet these expectations can risk a customer’s brand loyalty. 

4. Provide a Frictionless Process

If your business anticipates receiving an influx in customer service queries, consider utilizing tools that can take on repetitive 
and transactional tasks. Not only will it make the return process quick and painless for customers, but it will alleviate the 
pressure on your agents. 

#ThankfulTip: AI automation allows your business to scale without sacrificing quality of service. 

5. Leverage Customer Service Tools

�57of millennials will opt out of future business with a brand
that charges too much (or anything) for a return

Customers want returns that come at little to no cost to them. Covering these costs for your customers will make them happy 
and more inclined to do business with you again. 

6. Consider Dropping Return Fees

Each return case is different and your team should have the ability to make the decision to side with a customer even if it is 
out of policy. This may mean honoring a refund or providing a greater extension on a return.  

7. Empower Your Staff


